Hospital Supplies and Services



-

Study for ironmongery (Scheduling and Hardware Set analysis, Hardware specifications
etc.)

Experience: Largest Hospital in Cyprus (Nicosia General Hospital)

-

Largest Hospital in Beirut Lebanon (St. George Orthodox Hospital)
St Raphael Hospital (Larnaca)
Study for way-finding (Scheduling, design etc.)

Experience: Famagusta General Hospital
Larnaca General Hospital
St Raphael Hospital (Larnaca)
Athienou Hospital




-

Ironmongery (partners with ASSA ABLOY, DORMA, ECO Schulte, Joseph Giles,
Allgood, ZOO Architectural Hardware, etc.)

-

Metal Frames and HPL Doors, X-Ray Doors (partners with SOLECO)

-

Metal Doors – fire rated, acoustic, etc. (partners with France Metal, Novoferm, Hormann)

-

Riser Doors – fire rated, cladded, etc. (partners with SELO)

-

Operating Theatre doors (partners with SOLECO, Dorma, etc.)

-

Wall protection – anti-bacterial, rails, etc. (partners with SPM of Gerflor)

-

Signage/Way-finding (partners with Vista Systems)

-

Movable Acoustic Walls (partners with Dorma Huppe, Optimal)

-

Access Control (partners with VingCard of ASSA ABLOY, Adams Rite, Controlsoft, etc.)

-

Bathroom and disable accessories (partners with Simex, ZOO Architectural Hardware,
Allgood, etc.)

-

Specialist Hospital Flooring (partners with Gerflor)

-

Relocatable partitions (partners with OPTIMAL and HOYEZ)

-

Lab nurses’ area (partners with TRESPA)

-

Laundry and Garbage Chutes (partners with KAPELLA)


Our company has third party Certification for the installation of metal doors – issued
by IFC. IFC Certification is a UKAS accredited and internationally recognized
customer focused independent third-party certification.

Click logo of manufacturers for more information

Ironmongery
Architectural Ironmongery is a term used for the manufacture and wholesale distributor of items
made from iron, steel, brass, aluminium or other metals, including plastics, for use in all types of
buildings. The Architectural Ironmongery range includes door handles, closers, locks, cylinder
pulls and hinges etc.
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Metal Frames and HPL Doors, X-Ray Doors, Hermetic Doors, Special Hospital
Doors
The construction of a healthcare facility requires the highest quality standards.
Our company’s doors are manufactured to provide safety and hygiene.
doors and frames are antibacterial. Special requirement doors such as Hermetic and doors for
X-Ray areas can also be supplied.
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Metal Doors
Our company specializes on fire & smoke resistant metal doors for internal and external use.
The range of the fire resistance can be from 30 to 120 minutes. All metal doors can be either “E”
or “EI”.
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Riser Doors
Riser door systems are elegant, frameless, high performing riser doors, which allow you to
create a flush seamless finish. They can be fire rated and insulated.

Operating Theatre Doors
In operating theatres and rooms with stringent hygiene requirements a safe environment is
necessary. These doors system restricts the air and prevent the spread of microorganisms.
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Access Control
Our company provides the most advanced access control solutions, offering this way a key-less
operation and maximum comfort.
Smart, secure and easy to install, combine maximum security and design.
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Movable Acoustic Walls
Our company provides movable wall for healthcare facilities. Movable walls combine elegance
and comfort as they can also have high acoustic resistance.

Relocatable partitions
Relocatable partitions are forms that serve to divide a building’s room and they can be joined
together section by section or as one unit. They are providing privacy and noise reduction.
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Wall protection
Our company offers a wide range of wall protections especially for intensive high traffic areas. A
combination of protection and decoration fitting in all areas by providing high level of hygiene
and a decorative touch.

Signage/ Way-finding
Signage and way-finding system is the system that guides people in the right direction and helps
them understand the conformation of an area.
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Specialist Hospital Flooring
Our company provides innovative, design-led and eco-responsible solutions for flooring and
complementary interior finishes. All materials are easy to install and suitable for heavy traffic areas.
Also, they can be antibacterial.

Bathroom and disabled accessories
Bathroom and disabled accessories have been created by professionals with many years of experience in
order to offer maximum comfort and hygiene.
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Lab nurses’ area
Surfaces in healthcare facilities are conceived to provide comfort and hygiene as well. Materials with
standards in terms not only of durability, hygiene and easy machinability, but also of design and
environmental care.

Laundry and Garbage Chutes
In order to solve disposal problem of laundry and waste generated from commercial buildings especially
from hospitals our company provides and installs chutes that are designed to enhance the quality of life.
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Experience:
Nicosia General Hospital
Larnaca General Hospital
Famagusta General Hospital
St. Raphael Private Clinic
ISIS Maternity Clinic
Athienou Hospital
Kyperounta Hospital
Sanatorium Kyperounta
etc

Antonis Mastris Ltd
Neas Ionias 1, Aradippou
Industrial Area, Larnaca,
Cyprus.
Tel.: +357-24-533683
Fax: +357-24-531594

June 2022

e-mail: info@mastris.com.
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